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para tenerle

like kissing with the skin off I gave birth to a donkey doc-
tor said

I said I wanted to putrefy the layers even of the lips

she said “I don’t want this baby” and “there’s the conflict” 
and “you look”

[while looking] put me in the river drop-tagging text 
blocks to ankles, and I, and I, and I was not the only look-
ing but spaces meant for let/hers traced quite the casual 
existence

hands were withered inside your language reaching for 
the stencil. den of knowing made more ridiculous in the 
silence. wished you were nt looking at my uterus. wished 
you were nt looking at my map. wished you were nt look-
ing at. a sentence crushing teeth lips tongue particulars 
of peanut butter lodged, this fractional underbelly of 
circumstance. wished you were nt looking at my map. 
wished you were nt looking at my map. receiving drums 
canals lobe, never meant to send the scene in to. perhaps 
there is more sound where reciprocity is abled, a silent 
S or monotonous H denoting not pronunciation denoting 
tone, lurking complexity in wait. but still hands were 
sifting skins under abscission drimming leaves to flight 
to ground, italics ushering fabrication, and while you 
thought about motherhood I thought about motherhold,  
drifting to right align. and I stopped using pronouns to 
look at my map.
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shedding

cervixual landing
stunt
plate
bleak
words fallopped, my semiotic
undoing
you
pussy parted en grinding
skill to break
break
break

don’t mean too, to mean?

stem glowing loose reach from ruts
to beaker
a stained bark ember of
red
of yellow

I was on the couch
arc-ing
en hollowed utero
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volun/tarry

one shilling grace
and epic stance
hooded
as one
wires tied sit instone
tho
tubes don’ cross
and timid size-seven steps: fourteen weeks back
quickening
quickening
stilled in confinement
be
tween lips
a tongue
a pitch
a contact
slip
and I
without solution
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154a

and
i was
nt thru
hating
you
like tepid lust
left 
afuera
sittn sittn sittn
was
nt 
thru hating
you
to brown tips de broken brazos
to soggy tubers de drenched cabeza
too thru
emoticon of frowning cara amarilla

i was
nt thru hating
you
mañana
amante
tosorrow
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quease

squeezing from your cuntmouth this
brackish and imbibed
maybe I did want maybe I did want
freedom
from choice
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nuestra historia

you told me you were a city and I could see your glass 
and steel, erect, the creeping guttural roll of your sewer 
begging bloom the solemn push and pull of your river the 
thousand shouting movements of your demands

stomping over through your breast-exposed cement I 
gasped at your waiver your treacherous midnight art your 
pillaged alleys so lain in hope your plummeting brows 
tense with change

you told me you were a poet, and I could see your roar-
ing language, the undercurrent seeking voice where 
wind meets whine and flesh deposits place just a little 
leg lad(a)y pressing stop no left turn and yield on green 
against the gristle of competing narratives, the twisting 
crimson of your fault lines, a place to be again

lacking respite

tracing fingers in hysterical approach while hanging be-
tween your linens, brevity of understanding departed 
upon arrival

you made me eggs in the afternoon the way a father over-
cooks the yoke, your rising reach a simple line of imped-
ing strength, never meant to
never meant to
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you told me you were a city and when my season came 
you would pull armor against to leave me sided riding 
between your hips of snow, never meant to

you told me you were a city and I could see your dirty 
napkins and strewn receipts the way you were littered 
with language unappeased each syllable renewing wound 
of your fault while your toothed spine ached for punctu-
ation

drinking green tea, expecting dentures, I found you intact
your glass a beguiling juxtaposition to your steel
while I waited for the 9:08 too
to see your part for whole
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